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Officer Media Group Launches Virtual Academy 
An innovative learning platform for the law enforcement community 

 

Nashville, TN —  December 9, 2021—The Officer Media Group is proud to announce the launch 

of the Officer Virtual Academy; an online law enforcement focused learning program that is free to 

all users. Designed to deliver training appropriate to all levels of law enforcement operations and 

management, the Officer Virtual Academy tracks each user’s training and provides the ability to 

download video courses and print a certificate upon successful completion. 

 

“One of the biggest challenges any law enforcement professional faces is self-improvement while 

working rotating shifts. In answer to this challenge, the Officer Media Group has launched this 

industry-leading learning portal to learn from our expert instructors through interactive courses,” 

says Frank Borelli, Editorial Director, Officer Media Group. 

 

The Virtual Officer Academy currently has courses available for training in a variety of law 

enforcement disciplines to include investigations, defensive tactics, tactical operations and 

training/career development.  

 

Each course consists of one or more training videos, a downloadable course syllabus and handout 

and links to additional resources for reference in our user-friendly platform. 

 

The courses are 100% free to take, supported by sponsorships from leading organizations that 

support the law enforcement industry. 

 

“The Virtual Officer Academy was created with one objective in mind; to train, educate and inspire 

law enforcement professionals so that they can protect their communities and keep themselves 

safe,” states Bill MacRae, Vice President and Group Publisher, Officer Media Group. “Future 

expansion into other disciplines is planned regularly as part of the growth strategy for this cutting-

edge platform to serve the continuing educational needs for officers across the globe.” 

 

To register and set up a free learning account, law enforcement professionals can visit 

www.virtualacademy.officer.com and get started today. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualacademy.officer.com/


 

 

 

 

ABOUT OFFICER MEDIA GROUP 

 

Officer Media Group is the law enforcement industry’s one-stop resource for the latest news, 

innovative products and up-to-the minute tactical, training, investigation and command information. 

This leading industry brand reaches more than 500,000 unique visitors and subscribers monthly 

through OFFICER Magazine, Officer.com and the Officer Virtual Academy, an online law 

enforcement focused learning platform. For marketing partners, Officer Media Group reaches the 

largest number of decision makers through its portfolio of marketing solutions built to leverage 

trusted content and high-performing channels.  www.officer.com 

 

 

ABOUT ENDEAVOR BUSINESS MEDIA 

 

Headquartered in Nashville, TN, Endeavor Business Media, LLC was formed in late 2017 to 

acquire and operate trade publications, websites, events, and marketing solutions. The company 

targets U.S. B2B audiences in the accounting, aviation, dental, facilities maintenance, fire & public 

safety, design engineering, buildings and construction, energy, manufacturing, industrial, 

technology, medical, securities, laser, lighting, oil & gas, public services, security, construction, 

vehicle repair, vending, and water & wastewater markets. www.endeavorbusinessmedia.com 
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